#pragma clang loop(i,j) interchange permutation(j,i) for (int i = 0; i < n; i+=1) for (int j = 0; j < m; j+=1)
Abstract-Directives for the compiler such as pragmas can help programmers to separate an algorithm's semantics from its optimization. This keeps the code understandable and easier to optimize for different platforms. Simple transformations such as loop unrolling are already implemented in most mainstream compilers. We recently submitted a proposal to add generalized loop transformations to the OpenMP standard. We are also working on an implementation in LLVM/Clang/Polly to show its feasibility and usefulness. The current prototype allows applying patterns common to matrix-matrix multiplication optimizations.
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I. MOTIVATION
Almost all processor time is spent in some kind of loop, and as a result, loops are a primary target for program optimization efforts. Changing the code directly comes with the disadvantage of making the code much less maintainable. That is, it makes reading and understanding the code more difficult, bugs occur easier and making semantic changes that would be simple in an unoptimized version might require large changes in the optimized variant. Porting to a new system architecture may require redoing the entire optimization effort and maintain several copies of the same code each optimized for a different target, even if the optimization does not get down to the assembly level. Understandably, this is usually only done for the most performance-critical functions of a code base, if at all.
For this reason, mainstream compilers implement pragma directives with the goal of separating the code's semantics from its optimization. That is, the code should compute the same result if the directives are not present. For instance, pragmas defined by the OpenMP standard [1] and supported by most of the mainstream compilers will parallelize code to run using multiple threads on the same machine. An alternative is to use platform-specific thread libraries such as pthreads. OpenMP also defines directives for vectorization and accelerator offloading. Besides OpenMP, there are a few more sets of pragma directives, such as OpenACC [2] , OmpSs [3] , OpenHMPP [4] , OpenStream [5] , etc., with limited compiler support.
Besides the standardized pragmas, most compilers implement pragmas specific to their implementation. Table I shows a selection of pragmas supported by popular compilers. By their nature, support and syntax varies heavily between compilers.
Only #pragma unroll has broad support. #pragma ivdep made popular by icc and Cray to help vectorization is mimicked by other compilers as well, but with different interpretations of its meaning. However, no compiler allows applying multiple transformations on a single loop systematically.
In addition to straightforward trial-and-error execution time optimization, code transformation pragmas can be useful for machine-learning assisted autotuning. The OpenMP approach is to make the programmer responsible for the semantic correctness of the transformation. This unfortunately makes it hard for an autotuner which only measures the timing difference without understanding the code. Such an autotuner would therefore likely suggest transformations that make the program return wrong results or crash. Assistance by the compiler which understands the semantics and thus can either refuse to apply a transformation or insert fallback code (code versioning) that is executed instead if the transformation is unsafe enables loop autotuning. Even for programmer-controlled programs, warnings by the compiler about transformations that might change the program's result can be helpful.
In summary, pragma directives for code transformations are useful for assisting program optimization and are already widely used. However, outside of OpenMP, these cannot be used for portable code since compilers disagree on syntax, semantics, and only support a subset of transformations.
Our contributions for improving the usability of user-directed loop transformations are • the idea of making user-directed loop transformations arbitrarily composable, • an effort to standardize loop-transformation pragmas in OpenMP [19] , and • a prototype implementation using Clang and Polly that implements additional loop-transformation pragmas.
II. PRAGMA DIRECTIVES IN CLANG
Clang in the current version (7.0) already supports the following pragma directives: OpenMP [1] #pragma loop(hint_parallel(0)) msvc [6] #pragma parallel icc [7] #pragma concur
PGI [8] Offloading #pragma omp target
OpenMP [1] #pragma acc kernels
OpenACC [2] #pragma offload icc [7] Unrolling #pragma unroll icc [7] , xlc [9], clang [10] , Oracle [11] , PGI [8] , SGI [12] , HP [13] #pragma clang loop unroll(enable) clang [14] #pragma GCC unroll n gcc [15] #pragma _CRI unroll 
A. Front-End
Clang's current architecture (shown in Fig. 1 ) has two places where code transformations occur: 1) OpenMP (except #pragma omp simd) is implemented at the front-end level: The generated LLVM-IR contains calls to the OpenMP runtime. 2) Compiler-driven optimizations are implemented in the midend: A set of transformation passes that each consume LLVM-IR with loops and output transformed IR, but metadata attached to loops can influence the passes' decisions. This split unfortunately means that OpenMP-parallel loops are opaque to the LLVM passes further down the pipeline.
Also, loops that are the result of other transformations (e.g. loop distribution) cannot be parallelized this way because the parallelization must have happened earlier in the front-end.
Multiple groups are working on improving the situation by adding parallel semantics to the IR specification [20, 21] . These and other approaches have been presented on LLVM's mailing list [22, 23] or its conferences [24, 25] .
B. Mid-End
Any transformation pragma not handled in the front-end, including #pragma omp simd, is lowered to loop metadata. Metadata is a mechanism for annotating LLVM IR instructions with additional information, such as debug info. Passes can look up these annotations and change their behavior accordingly. An overview of loop transformation passes and the metadata they look for is shown in Table II .
Some of the passes must be enabled explicitly, even when using the higher optimization level. For instance, the switch -enable-unroll-and-jam adds the LoopUnrollAndJam pass to the pipeline. When using clang, -mllvm -enable-unroll-and-jam has to be used. When not in the pass pipeline, any #pragma unroll_and_jam will be silently ignored.
For each function, the transformations are executed in the order of the passes in the pipeline. This implicitly defines order in case multiple pragmas are defined on the same loop. For instance, #pragma clang loop vectorize(enable) distribute(enable) will first try to distribute a loop, then vectorize the output loops. The order of the directives and/or pragmas is irrelevant. With this design it is not possible to apply transformations in any other order, similar to the transformation of OpenMP in the front-end. For instance, it is not possible to distribute a loop and then recognize a memcpy in one of the resulting loops using LoopIdiom. It is also not possible to apply a transformation multiple times, unless the responsible pass is scheduled multiple times as well.
Ideally, the pass structure of the mid-end should be an implementation detail, but as we have seen, it is visible through the execution order of the pragmas. Implementation details can change between versions, and even the optimization level (-O0, -O1, . . . ).
Loop passes can use LoopVersioning to get a clone of the instructions and control flow they want to transform. That is, each loop transformation makes its own copy of the code, with a potential code growth that is exponential in the number of passes since the versioned fallback code may still be optimized by further loop passes. The pass pipeline has up to 4 passes which potentially version, leading to up to 16 variants of the same code. In addition, many versioning conditions, such as checking for array aliasing, will be similar or equal for each versioning.
III. EXTENDING LOOP-TRANSFORMATIONS PRAGMAS
We are working on improving support for user-directed code transformations in Clang, especially loop transformations. This includes addressing the shortcomings of the existing infrastructure described in the previous section and entirely new transformations.
If we only improve code transformations in Clang, the problem of the non-portability like for any of the pragmas in Table I remains. For this reason, we submitted a proposal for inclusion into the OpenMP standard [19] . We hope that this will improve the adoption of extended pragmas.
No discussion about an OpenMP standardization has started yet, hence in this paper we only describe our prototype implementation in Clang. In particular, the pragma syntax is different because the #pragma omp keyword is reserved for standardized OpenMP directives.
A. Transformation Order
The transformation order of the current pragmas is basically undefined. For the limited set of pragmas available, transformations are either commutative or a different order makes little sense. However, for additional transformations, the transformation order may become important.
The idea is that a pragma applies to the code that follows. That is, if the next line is a canonical for-loop, then that loop is transformed. If the next line is another pragma, then the output of that pragma is transformed. This means that the example #pragma clang loop reverse #pragma clang loop unroll factor(2) for (int i = 0; i < 128; i+=1) Stmt(i); will be partially unrolled by a factor of 2, then reversed. This will yield code comparable to
that would be the result if the transformations were applied in the reverse order.
B. Followup-Attributes
The metadata from Table II is used as a bag of attributes to a loop. By definition, their order is unimportant and cannot be used to pass ordered transformations.
In a first RFC on the LLVM mailing list [26] , we suggested to add a function-wide (ordered) list of transformations of any loop in the function. While this works and our current prototype uses it, it has some problems. First, the function inliner needs to merge such lists. Second, it requires a reference to the loop to transform. Unfortunately, due to the nature of IR metadata, the "loop id" currently used by LLVM changes whenever the loop's attribute list is changed 1 . Third, the same "loop id" can be assigned to multiple loops. Naive cloning of code (like LoopVersioning does) will reuse the same "loop id" for a copied loop. There are even regression tests for multiple loops with the same "id". Fourth, transformation passes need to search the entire list for transformations they can apply and ensure that no other transformation is applied before it.
Our eventual approach [27] is more compatible with "loop ids" as bag of attributes by specifying new attributes. Every transformation gets followup-attribute lists. The list defines the bag of attributes a result loop will have. For instance, the llvm.loop.unroll.followup_unrolled attribute contains the metadata for the (partially) unrolled output loop. If not specified, the pass can automatically define the attributes; in case of LoopUnroll, it uses llvm.loop.unroll.disable to inhibit further unrolling.
Transformations can also have multiple output loops. In case of partial unrolling, there can be an epilogue for iterations that do not fill up the unroll factor. Its attributes can be defined using the llvm.loop.unroll.followup_remainder attribute. Typically, this loop is completely unrolled such there is no loop the attributes can be assigned to.
If a transformation cannot be applied for any reason, it is straightforward to also ignore the followup-attributes as they are meant for the transformed loop which does not exist. We decided against applying some followups even if a transformation failed (such as applying followup_unrolled even if the partial unrolling failed) or add an additional "backup" attribute list. This would significantly increase the systems complexity and the expected reaction is to fix the input code and/or transformation instead of specifying another chain of transformations.
Instead, if the transformation was explicitly requested by the programmer (which we call "forced"), the compiler should emit a warning that something did not apply as expected. In our proposal, this is done by a new WarnMissedTransforma-tionsPass which is inserted into the pass manager after all transformation pass have run. Hence, in contrast to LLVM's current approach, it will even emit a warning if the responsible pass is not even in the pipeline. This unfortunately also means that the WarnMissedTransformations pass needs to understand all transformation metadata.
The advantage to this approach is that is more compatible with the current implementation. If followup-attributes are not used, the behavior remains the same, even without mitigations such as IR conversions through AutoUpgrade.
C. Syntax
Unfortunately, the existing #pragma clang loop syntax already has a de-facto defined order, which is the order in Table II . To maintain compatibility, we have to introduce a distinguishable new syntax. When exclusively using the old syntax, clang has to emit the order that original pipeline would have. To avoid confusion, we disallow mixing old and new syntax.
The old syntax is #pragma clang loop transformation(option) . . . and allows multiple transformation(option) on each line. Multiple options for the same transformation can be specified by using multiple variants of transformation. For instance, vectorize(assume_safety) vectorize_width(4) tells the compiler to skip semantic legality checks and use an SIMD width of 4.
More complicated transformations such as tiling can have many options, which makes this syntax impractical. It is also ambiguous whether a transformation should be applied multiple times or whether only an option is set. Since our goal is an inclusion into the OpenMP standard, we use its directive-clause syntax: #pragma clang loop transformation switch option(argument) . . .
The old and new syntax are distinguishable by the option in parenthesis immediately following the transformation keyword.
Interestingly, Clang's mechanisms for #pragma clang loop and OpenMP are quite different. The prototype implementations is oriented towards the #pragma clang loop route, because it is also used for the preexisting loop transformation pragmas and in contrast to the OpenMP path, is less invasive.
1) Preprocessor: The clang-loop pragma handler takes the tokens of each clause (transformation(option)), wraps each of them into a annot_pragma_loop_hint token and pushes that back into the token stream. For out new syntax we introduce a new token annot_pragma_loop_transform which contains the entire line of tokens of the pragma instead of individual clauses. The OpenMP pragma preprocessor also takes the entire line of tokens, encloses them between a annot_pragma_openmp and annot_pragma_openmp_end token, and pushes them all back to into the token stream.
This step is necessary because the tokens might be inside a _Pragma("...") of a macro. The preprocessor might therefore duplicate the tokens wherever the macro is expanded. The special tokens act as indicators for the parser that such a directive has been inserted.
2) Parser: The parser will handle the indicator tokens at expected positions. If an annot_pragma_loop_hint is encountered, the transformation and its option are parsed, and the result used to initialize an attribute of type LoopHintAttr. Since the data a LoopHintAttr can store is limited and unspecific, we introduce a separate attribute for each of our new transformations when encountering a annot_pragma_loop_transform.
The OpenMP parser on the other hand does not create attributes, but uses the Sema object (calling its ActOn... methods), the semantic analyzer which also creates the AST. For parsing expressions according to the language rules, its tokens must be on the main token stack. For annot_pragma_loop_* this means that the wrapped tokens have to be pushed back to the stack before the expression parser is invoked. This is easier for the OpenMP pragma tokens which are already on the stack, terminated by a annot_pragma_openmp_end token that inhibits the expression parser from consuming tokens that do not belong to the pragma.
3) Semantic Analysis: The semantic analyzer is responsible for building the abstract syntax tree. For the LoopHintAttr and other transformation attributes, it creates an AttributedStmt as parent of the node that represents the loop that is annotated. It also checks the semantic correctness of the attributes, for instance, it emits warnings when the same annot_pragma_loop_hint clause is used more than once.
In the case of OpenMP, the pragmas are more invasive. Every OpenMP-annotated loop is nested into a CapturedStmt region which is handled like an outlined function, even for #pragma omp simd. Moreover, most OpenMP directives have their own type of AST node (in addition to CapturedStmt). That is, the AST will look differently compared to if OpenMP was disabled.
4) Code Generation: While Clang generates LLVM-IR for a loop, it also collects loop attributes. After the IR of the loop skeleton (loop header, latch, etc.) is complete, Clang sets the loop's metadata (see Table II ). Of course, loops can be nested and hence there is a stack if loop attributes called LoopInfoStack.
Since OpenMP is handled in the front-end, there is much more to do. Depending on the directive, a CapturedStmt is either outlined in a separate function or into the same function. In the former case, a call to the OpenMP runtime (libomp) with a pointer to the outlined function. In other cases, the capturedbut-expanded-inline loop body will be simplified again in the mid-end. For the #pragma omp simd directive, the loop will receive a meta annotation just as in the #pragma clang loop vectorize case.
D. Composibility
Our goal is that the loops resulting from a transformation can again be transformed using a pragma. For clang, there is the problem that thread-parallelism is handled in the front-end and LLVM-IR has no semantics for parallelism. That is, its pragmas cannot apply on loops that are only created in the mid-end, nor can a #pragma omp for loop be processed in the mid-end. As a temporarily solution, we think about adding non-OpenMP pragmas for thread-parallelism that are handled in the mid-end, such as #pragma clang loop thread_parallel.
Moreover, transformations can have more than one input loop (such as OpenMP's collapse clause), and more than one output loop (such as strip-mining). To be able to refer to specific loops, we allow to assign identifiers to loop. A loop identifier must be unique within a function. For instance, #pragma clang loop id(i) for (int i = 0; i < n; i += 1) assigns the identifier i to the loop. In case a loop is a canonical for-loop, its induction variable name might be used as a loop identifier unless it is ambiguous.
The loop identifiers can be used by transformations to refer to loops that are not on the next line. For instance, unrolland-jam requires a loop to be unrolled and one to be jammed. In the following example, the loop i would be unrolled-andjammed into the k-loop (instead the j-loop which would yield two k-loops inside it).
#pragma clang loop(i,k) unroll_and_jam factor(2) for (int i = 0; i < n; i += 1)
for (int j = 0; j < n; j += 1) for (int k = 0; k < n; k += 1)
In case there are multiple output loops, the pragma can define the identifiers of the those: #pragma clang loop stripmine size(4) pit_id(i1) strip_id(i2) for (int i = 0; i < 128; i += 1)
Its result is equivalent to as if the programmer had written the following.
Some transformations can be understood as syntactic sugar for other transformations. For instance, the aforementioned unroll-and-jam can also be expressed as an unroll followed be (one or multiple) loop fusions. Standard loop tiling is nothing else than strip-mining of each loop, then permute the loop nest order such that the strip loops become the interior loops.
E. Additional Transformations
Some new transformations have already been mentioned in the examples for illustration purposes. Many more are possible, see Table I and [19] for ideas.
In our prototype, we started implementing a limited set that are of immediate interest for us, mainly optimizing a matrixmatrix multiplication as shown in Section IV. In addition to #pragma clang loop id, we implemented the following pragmas. is transformed into
This was the first transformation we implemented because it is one of the simplest: Exactly one input and output loop. By default, the packed array is allocated on the stack, but with the clause allocate(malloc), the memory will be allocated (and free'd) on the heap.
F. Polly as Loop-Transformer
Writing a new loop transformation pass in LLVM is a significant amount of work since it works on the low-level IR. Some components such LoopVersioning can be reused, but even the dependency analysis will probably have to be written from scratch. This is despite LLVM has multiple dependency analyses (AliasAnalysis, DependenceInfo, LoopAccessInfo, PolyhedralInfo), but which have all been written with specific applications in mind.
Additionally, the pass manager architecture (neither the new nor "legacy") does not allow dynamically repeated application of transformation passes. This would also amplify the code blowup due to repeated code versioning.
For our prototype implementation, we are using Polly [28] to implement the additional transformations. Polly takes LLVM-IR code and 'lifts' is into another representation -schedule trees [29] -in which loop transformations are easier to express. To transform loops, only the schedule tree needs to be changed and Polly takes care for everything else.
Using Polly, we can implement most transformations as follows. First, let Polly create a schedule tree for a loop nest, then iteratively apply each transformation in the metadata to the schedule tree. For every transformation we can check whether it violates any dependencies and if violations are found, act according to a chosen policy. When done, Polly generates LLVM-IR from the schedule tree including code versioning.
Let's consider an example on how schedule trees are transformed. Below we see the schedule tree of a single loop with two statements: StmtA and StmtB. Both statements execute in the same loop. The execution order of the loop is defined by the lexicographic ordering of the band's schedule function. Hence, the effective execution order of all statements is:
Interchanging the band and sequence node in the schedule tree is isomorphic to a loop distribution of the source code it represents, as shown below. Here, the sequence ensures that all instances of StmtA are executed before any instance of StmtB, but the band ordering between the statement instances is not changed. Therefore, this tree represents the execution order StmtA[0], StmtA [1] , . . . , StmtB[0], StmtB [1] , . . . .
Polly's infrastructure then converts the schedule tree into an AST and then back to LLVM-IR, but with the transformation applied. Only a single fallback copy for arbitrarily many transformations is generated, if needed at all. Once the runtime check confirms that the preconditions making the transformation valid (e.g. no overlapping memory regions), no additional checking is required. Another advantage of a single dedicated loop transformation pass is that the analyses, including dependency analysis, needs to happen once only, instead repeatedly for every transformation.
If desired, Polly can also apply its loop nest optimizer which utilizes a linear program solver before IR generation. We add artificial transformational dependencies to ensure that userdefined transformations are not overridden, but we did not implement this is the prototype yet.
As an exception, #pragma clang loop pack cannot implemented using this technique as it is mainly a data layout transformation. Only the copy-in and copy-out to the local memory allocation modify the schedule tree; these are new statements that are inserted before, respectively after the code that uses them. Parts of the code already existed in Polly as part of its matrix-matrix multiplication optimization [30] , but had to be generalized to #if __kabylake__ #pragma clang loop(j2) pack array(A) #pragma clang loop(i1) pack array(B) #pragma clang loop(i1,j1,k1,i2,j2,k2) interchange \ permutation(j1,k1,i1,j2,i2,k2) #pragma clang loop(i,j,k) tile sizes(96,2048,256) \ pit_ids(i1,j1,k1) tile_ids(i2,j2,k2) #elif __haswell__ [...] #endif #pragma clang loop id(i) for (int i = 0; i < M; i+=1) #pragma clang loop id(j) for (int j = 0; j < N; j+=1) #pragma clang loop id(k) for (int k = 0; k < K; k+=1)
Listing 1: Optimization of matrix-matrix multiplication using our proposed pragmas. The tile sizes were derived using the analytical model in [33] for Intel's Kaby Lake architecture. arbitrary loops. To define an index function and size of the packed array, we use the bounding box technique from [31] . The possibility to allocate such arrays on the heap instead on the stack (allocate(malloc)) has been added in a Google Summer of Code project [32] .
IV. MATRIX-MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
We chose this matrix-matrix multiplication to illustrate the power of user-directed transformations with relatively few lines and separation of semantics and optimization through pragmas. Matrix-matrix multiplication is one of the best studied problems for performance-optimization with many BLAS library implementations that we can assume to be close to the best attainable performance. Comparing to them allows estimating the gap between hand-optimized implementations and compiler-produced code. In this paper we are not searching for the best transformation chains for arbitrary algorithms 2 , but to show how pragmas can make implementing such algorithms easier, potentially even in those specialized libraries.
Fortunately, the paper [33] describes the common techniques for optimizing matrix-matrix multiplication such that we do not need to find the optimal transformations ourselves. Our version is shown in Listing 1, which also illustrates how different transformations can be applied for different compilation targets. It only contains the most performance-sensitive loop. Most of the time, matrix-matrix multiplication is written including a statement C[i][j] = 0 in the loop nest to clear the content the array C might have had before. To also optimize this formulation, we would have to loop-distribute the set-zero statement and inner reduction into two different loop nests. Unfortunately, our prototype does not support loop distribution yet and LLVM's LoopDistribution pass is not able to handle deeply nested loops. With loop distribution, the set-zero loop nest could be transformed into a single memset call. Again, 2 We could only compare the pragma implementation with our manual replication of the same -which should behave identically.
LLVM's LoopIdiom pass only supports innermost loops such that it would result in a loop of memsets.
Polly's main output is LLVM's intermediate representation, but it can also dump the AST representation from which the IR is generated, shown in Listing 2. The AST representation is one of isl's data structures.
The runtime check verifies the assumptions that must hold to make this transformation valid. For instance, it ensures that that arrays A and B do not overlap.
It is important that the array Packed_B is transposed. Otherwise, the accesses to are strided (not consecutive) in the innermost loop c5 such that the processor's prefetcher will not work as efficient and the L1 cache lines are not fully used. In our experiments, without transpose the kernel was ten times slower.
The technique in [33] suggests that the dimensions j2 and i2 should be vectorized. In contrast to the loop k2, these do not carry the reduction, hence have less data-flow dependencies. Unfortunately, LLVM's LoopVectorize currently only supports innermost loops, hence the k2-loop is the only one we can directly vectorize, but its heuristics decide that it is profitable without us having to add another pragma. Extending LoopVectorize to more than innermost loops is work in progress [34] . Another project addressing the issue is the Unified Region Vectorizer [35] , which is not part of LLVM. Polly's matrix-matrix multiplication optimization [30] has a workaround that unroll-and-jams (it calls it register tiling) the loops to be vectorized and then relies on the SLPVectorizer to combine the unrolled instructions to vector instructions. The same unroll-and-jam is also applied on the packed arrays. We could also try to use Polly's vector code generator (-mllvm -polly-vectorizer) which unfortunately also prioritizes innermost loops.
A. Effectiveness
We tested the execution speed of Listings 1 and 2, and compared it compared it with other implementations such as various BLAS libraries. All execution times were taken for a single-thread double-precision matrix-multiplication kernel using the parameters M = 2000, N = 2300, K = 2600. The results are shown in Fig. 2 .
The naïve version (Listing 1 without pragmas) compiled with Clang 7.0 executes in 75 seconds (gcc's results are similar). With the pragma transformations manually applied (like Listing 2 but without floord calls) the execution time shrinks to 3.9 seconds. If Polly applies these transformations as directed by the pragmas in Listing 2, the runtime shrinks even more to 2.2 seconds. This is possible because Polly applies additional metadata that indicate that, for instance, the arrays do not alias. Polly's matrix-matrix multiplication recognition [30] optimizes the kernel such that it runs in 1.14s, which is 42% of the processor's theoretical floating-point limit. This speed should eventually also be reachable using pragmas after we improved the vectorizer situation.
By comparison, Netlib's reference BLAS implemented requires 33.5 seconds to do the multiplication. ATLAS from 
V. RELATED WORK
As we have seen in Table I , other compilers also implement pragmas. Most of them only allow controlling their existing loop optimization passes in the pipeline in the same manner as LLVM does. For instance, gcc version 8.1 [15] adds support for #pragma unroll, but does not support any other transformation pragma although gcc has more loop transformations.
We used Polly to implement most loop transformations, but by default it tries to automatically determine which transformations are profitable using linear programming. Apart from the equation system solver, Polly also applies tiling and a matrix-matrix multiplication optimization [30] whenever possible but can only be controlled via command-line flags, not in-source annotations.
IBM's xlf compiler has a dedicated loop transformation component, called ASTI [36] . It's data structure is the Loop Structure Graph (LSG) which shares some similarities to isl's schedule trees and might be able to carry-out xlf's supported pragmas.
Silicon Graphics also developed a compiler with a dedicated loop transformation phase called Loop Nest Optimization (LNO) [12] which was used to implements its numerous (compared to other compilers) loop transformations. Today, the compiler lives on in its derivatives. One of them is the open source Open64 compiler [37] which also contains the LNO component.
Multiple research groups already explored the composition of loop transformations, many of them based on the polyhedral model. The Unifying Reordering Framework [38] describes loop transformations mathematically, including semantic legality and code generations. The Clint [39] tool is able to visualize multiple loop transformations.
Many source-to-source compilers can apply the loop transformations themselves and generate a new source file with the transformation baked-in. The instructions of which transformations to apply can be in the source file itself like in a comment of the input language (Clay [40] , Goofi [41] , Orio [42] ) or like our proposal as a pragma (X-Language [43] , HMPP [44] ). Goofi also comes with a graphical tool with a preview of the loop transformations. The other possibility is to have the transformations in a separate file, as done by URUK [45] and CHiLL [46] . POET [47] uses an XML-like description file that only contains the loop body code in the target language.
Halide [48] and Tensor Comprehensions [49] are both libraries that include a compiler. In Halide, a syntax tree is created from C++ expression templates. In Tensor Comprehensions, the source is passed as a string which is parsed by the library. Both libraries have objects representing the code and calling its methods transform the represented code.
Similar to the parallel extensions in the C++17 [50] standard library, Intel's Threading Building Blocks [51] , RAJA [52] and Kokkos [53] are template libraries. The payload code is written using lambdas and an execution policy specifies how it should be called.
Our intended use case -autotuning loop transformations -has also been explored by POET [47] and Orio [42] . The atJIT [54] project is even able to use our extended transformation in Polly. It tries out different transformations of a function within as single processes using a Just-In-Time compiler.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our goal is to make more loop transformations via pragma directives available to the programmer. Such pragmas would make applying common loop optimization technique much easier and allow better separation of a code's semantics and its optimization.
We are working on two fronts to make it happen: First, we try to add such pragmas to the OpenMP standard [19] . This would encourage any compiler that claims OpenMP-compatibility to implement them.
The second approach is to implement such pragmas in LLVM. In this paper we presented the details of our prototype implementation using Clang to parse the pragmas and Polly to carry-out the transformations. Experiments on matrix-matrix multiplication code show that kernels optimized using our pragmas can -performance-wise -be in the realm of handoptimized BLAS libraries.
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